Faculty Fellowship Application

AY 2018 – 2019

IASH offers both stipended Faculty Fellowships to Binghamton University ladder (tenure track/tenured) faculty. Stipended Faculty Fellows are released through IASH from teaching one course during either Fall or Spring semester and their department/program is remunerated for the release. Faculty on leave can request an Unstipended Faculty Fellowship. Both stipended and unstipended Faculty Fellows receive a small research allowance. All Faculty Fellows commit to present their work publicly, attend other fellows’ presentations and some fellows only meetings and to submit a written report by the end of the semester that follows their IASH fellowship about their IASH related presentations and publications.

Faculty can have a Stipended Faculty Fellowships every third year (eg. If one’s Fellowship is in Fall 2017, one’s next Fellowship can be in Fall 2020). There are no time restrictions on Unstipended Faculty Fellowships. Having an unstipended Faculty Fellowship does not have a bearing on applications for stipended faculty fellowships.

IASH Fellows meetings are on W 12:00-1:30p.

In order to encourage innovative undergraduate and graduate teaching that introduces and instructs undergraduate or graduate students in research methods and practices, for 2018-2019 IASH offers one of its stipended Faculty Fellowships to a ladder faculty who is developing new undergraduate or graduate courses. Course development fellowships require that the course in question (a) be new, (b) be in the most current area of the faculty research and publication, (c) introduce students to the faculty’s research area and facilitate their development of a level appropriate research and publication skills set, and (d) that the faculty be committed to teach the course at least once in the year immediately following the fellowship semester.

In order to encourage work in the digital humanities, for 2018-19 IASH will offer one of its Stipended Faculty Fellowships to a faculty who is pursuing a digital humanities project.

The deadline for application is M November 1, 2017
Fellowships will be announced in December, 2017

Please use only the IASH form for the application. Send the completed application form (in PDF) by e-mail to iash@binghamton.edu. Letter writers should send their letters to IASH@BINGHAMTON.EDU by the date the applications are due.
Letters are needed only if applying for a stipended Faculty Fellowship. A letter from the chair, program director, or dean sent separately by e-mail to iash@binghamton.edu should approve a one course release and express willingness to accept remuneration (at $4,000) and use it toward the teaching of a course. For course development applications, the chair, program director, or dean should specify approval of the inclusion of the course in the planned curriculum for the year following the fellowship.
Faculty Fellowship Application  
**AY 2018 – 2019**

Name _____________________________________________________

Department/program _________________________________________

E-mail _____________________________________________________

The semester applied for is ___ fall ___ spring ___ either

If you had a previous IASH fellowship, when _____________ and was the fellowship stipended _______________

Title of fellowship project _________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Up to 100 words abstract of the fellowship project (please use language that is understandable by non-specialists)

Begin your text here:
Up to 1,000 words description of the fellowship project. *Junior faculty* should situate the one course release project with respect to current work. *Senior faculty* are welcome to use the one course release to explore new projects. Please be specific, describe the originality and significance of the fellowship project (that which is new and separately that which is important), and use language that is understandable by non-specialists.

Begin your text here
Fellowship project time line (what you hope to accomplish during the fellowship and when) and expected timeline toward publication, performance, exhibit, or external grant or fellowship application. If this is a course development project, the timeline should reference the semesters when the course will be taught.

Begin your text here
A 1-2 pages CV including only (i) name, (ii) title, (iii) current position, (iv) highest degree, (v) a list of significant publications, performances, exhibits etc.

Begin your text here